
    
        

        

        
            
                
                    
                    
                        Italian Online Courses

                        Flexibility, efficiency and lots  of fun: introducing our online courses. Our goal is to bring enthusiasm to the virtual classroom. All teachers are native speakers of the language they teach, they are highly qualified and with many years of teaching experience.


                        
                        
                            The OMNILINGUA online courses consist of packages of 10 lessons. What you need is: Skype or Zoom, a working microphone and a camera. Get started right away with a 20-minute FREE trial meeting to get to know each other and overall technical checks!


                        
                                Download Brochure
                                Other Courses
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                        Online Private Lessons

                        This course is ideal for people with a tight schedule. A flexible timetable  and personalized lessons help you to reach your goals - from the comfort of your own home! Whether you are preparing for an exam, are interested in conversation or want to acquire a better understanding of the grammar or for work: this course is custom-made  to fulfill your  needs – whatever they may be.

                        
                            Learn more and Enrolment
                        

                    

                    
                        Online "DUO" Courses

                        You don't want to learn alone -  but group courses aren’t your thing either? You want to determine the pace as well as the topics of the lessons? We have just the course for you! If you don't have a suitable fellow learner at your disposal, we'll take care of it.

                        
                            Learn more and Enrolment
                        

                    

                    
                        Online Group Courses

                        A virtual journey to Italy: introducing the OMNILINGUA online group courses! Lessons are held in the morning in very small groups with a short break between lessons. You can choose between standard courses with two lessons and intensive courses with three lessons.


                        
                            Learn more and Enrolment
                        

                    

                    
                        Online Courses for Children


                        Practice early and succeed! Learning languages with OMNILINGUA is a piece of cake! This course introduces children to the world of foreign languages in a fun and  playful way. A step by step  introduction with lively and interesting content . The ideal course for language-loving juniors from four to twelve years old. 

                        
                            Learn more and Enrolment
                        

                    

               

            

        

    
            
       
           
               

Our courses 


               
                   THE LANGUAGE LEVELS

The courses are divided into 6 main levels according to the common European Reference Chart for language knowledge (CEFR): basic (A1), elementary (A2), intermediate (B1), high-intermediate (B2) and advanced (C1). The school is aware that students learn at different paces and some might need more or less time to move on to the next level. Therefore some students may advance to the next level during the course. All the participants, at the end of the course, will receive a certificate displaying the course they have attended, the respective dates and the level they have achieved.
In the following section, you will find a brief description of the different levels, according to the common European Reference Chart for language proficiency (CEFR):

                   
                       
                           A1

                           A2

                           B1

                           B2

                           C1

                           C2

                       

                       
                           
                               The Basic level is for students who do not have any knowledge of the language.                           

                           
                               The Elementary level is for students who have a limited comprehension of the language and are already capable of making simple sentences.                           

                           
                               The Intermediate level is for introducing students to more complex grammar. There is a focus on vocabulary and this allows the comprehension of more complex topics. At this level the students are encouraged to discuss and debate on several topics of common interest.                           

                           
                               The Upper-intermediate level is aimed at those students who already have a good knowledge of the language and good vocabulary. Advanced grammar, phonetics and a specialised vocabulary are the fundamentals to this course. The students have many opportunities to talk about more complex topics.                           

                           
                               In order to follow this Advanced course, the students must have an advanced language proficiency in Italian. Several aspects and uses of the language will be explored in order to enhance fluency in conversation.                           

                           
                               A C2 level is essentially a native level. It allows for reading and writing of any type on any subject, nuanced expression of emotions and opinions, and active participation in any academic or professional setting.                           

                       

                   

               


                
                    
                        
                            Italian Courses

                            Bestsellers: Our most popular Italian Courses
                            Italian + “Cooking & Wine”
                            Senior 50+
                            School Groups
                            Italian & Tennis
                            Italian Online
                            Prices and course dates 2024
                            Accommodation
                            Activities
                        

                        
                            Foreign Language Courses 

                            Courses for Adults and Children
                            Language Test Preparation Courses
                            Courses for public institutions
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                            Prices and course dates 2024
                        

                    

                    
                


           

       

    
    






Skype Contact 
scuolaomnilinguasanremo
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Via Roma 14, 18038 Sanremo (IM)
Tel.: +39 0184 599 828
Fax: omnilingua@pec.it
infos@omnilingua.net
Vat: 01626240087
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